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[Cl Let us be [Cmaj71 fovers we fit
[Am] Marry our [~l fortunes to[F}gether [Fsus4] fF]
[C)1 ve got some [unaj7] real-estate {Am] here in my bag
[Em7] So we bought a pack of fA7] cigarettes
{Em.7] and Mrs. Wagner [A7] pies
And [DJ walked {e] off to{G] look for A[Clme[Cm.aj71rifAm}ca [C]
fFJ [Fsus4] iF]
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[el Cathy

I [Cmaj71 said as we
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[Am,],~o~rded the ~C,]GreYh."o~ndin [F] Pittsburgh [fsus4} [Fl
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{ema:J?} seems hke a {Am] dream to me now
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[6];6: took me,Aour days tq!,hitch hike fral'nlSaginaw
And [DJ I've [6] come to {-OJlook for Am[Cmaj71erica
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[Fmaj7] Laughing on the bus playing [CmajlJ games with the faces
'-' [Fmaj7] She said the man in the gabardine suit was a {Cmaj7) spy
,Lf~~~ I said be careful his bowtie is really a (C] camera {Cm:aj7] [Am]
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C-fC]-=F6S'~ me a [Cmaj7J cigarette
[Am] I think there's jc] o~e in my,{f] raincoat

{Fsus4) {.F]

[el We smoked the [Cmaf1] last one an {Am] hour ago
[Em7} So I looked at

And the [OJ moon
[Fl ffsus4] If]

the fA7] scenery [Em7] she read her maga[A7]zine

[el rose

[G} over ante] o{Cmaj7]pen [Am] field (C]
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[C] Cathy I'm [Cmaj1} lost t [Am] said

Though J [C} knew she ~as [FJ :Ieeping fFsus4J[fl
I'm [C] empty and [Cmaj-7] aching and [Am] I don't know why
[Gl~ounting theltars on thE;i~ew Jerse)§iturnpike
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They've [D] all [6] come to {D}look for A{Cmaj71merica
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come to

to} lookfor

A[Cmajl1merica
{OJ look for A[Cmaj7]mertca
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chords for

C-Cmaj7-Am-C
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